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This revised edition of Cleveland's popular bottle guide features over 4,000 bottles listed

alphabetically including Avon, medicine bottles, Jim Beam, bitters, and many more. Black and white

photos. 5.5 X 8.5. 2009 values.
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This book continues to be the standard reference among bottle collectors, complete with over 4,000

listings and hundreds of black and white photographs. Besides the detailed information provided in

each listing, there are also tips on identifying and buying and selling bottles. -John Alvey

Hugh Cleveland was a passionate collector of bottles, and made it his lifelong hobby. His Bottle

Pricing Guide has become a standard in the field. Though now deceased, Cleveland's years of

collecting and research continue to aid collectors in their searches.

I picked the wrong book. I guess if you need a pricing guide this book gives that. I'm looking for the

history on why a bottle is considered rare, if it's in demand or collectible and why. The back story

interests me and makes looking for bottles like a treasure hunt. I'm back looking for a good book on

bottles but I guess it helps to have this one in your library if you collect bottles.

I found Clevelands Bottle Pricing Guide easy to use and I loved all the photos, which were very



helpful. I did find information and pricing on some of my collection. However, I did not find any

information on several of the bottles I'm researching which I thought fairly common. But, there are

alot of old bottles out there. This book was informative and easy to use and is a welcome tool in my

library.

I just bought 4 different books on collecting bottles and the one thing this book has that the others

do not, is lots of pictures. This REALLY helps especially when you are a beginning collector like

myself. The descriptions are a bit short (for example, in other books they tell you size and color of

the specific bottle) while this one usually does not go into that amount of detail. But for [price], this

book really surprised me. I have to say that even though it does have its downfalls in lack of detail, it

makes up for it by its pictures. And trust me, I have 3 other books and they probably contain an

average of 20 pictures per book. This one has about 3-4 pictures every other page. I do not

recommend this book if you are looking for just ONE reference to go by but if you are buying it as a

companion reference, I highly recommmend it.

Great book to help in trying to find what kind of bottles you have in your collection. Dug up quite a

few from grandparents old farm and was pleased to find information in this book.

I love all kinds of Glass! I have found a lot a glass bottles and this book has helped me to see if they

are worth anything. Some of my finds are in this book but most are not. However I have gotten

several more bottle books on .com. I am sure I will find what I need in time :)

Great reference book, I collect bottles and it's nice to take shopping to compare prices and look for

treasures and compare with what you may have at home

lots of detail

Love it.
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